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Question 1.: 

""'" "'·~ 
For following state of the ·problem of vacuum cleaner, which is used tocle·an.shop floor, arrive at the 
overall cleanliness level in linguistic form using any three criteria. Refer Figure 1 for fuzzy rating, 
importance and overal((:leanliness level. Comment on outcome of these results. 
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J.l{X) 

1.0 

J.l{W) 

1.0 

J.l(Cieanliness) 

1.0 

-~ Attribute Rating (x) Importance (w) 
. Al '· Little Very_ Important 

A2 Much Important 

Very_Little Little Much Maximum 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 X 

Very _Important Highly _Important 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 w 

Clean Almost Clean 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Cleanliness 

Figure 1 (Question 1) 
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~ Question 2: 
, \~~:~\~· ~ '~., 

;\/\J~It~~f'-~t1'8!t notes on types of Fuzzy Control System .. How does it improve performance in 
~.C:Q_[i1"pali~~Qn}g _conventional control system? Also, give the list of Fuzzy logic ·control system based 
"p"ractic~'r"aiJ'plic~tions. · 

--~~~ ._:;.,._ .;;..,"---
Questiiin 3: 

Assume .. a .s~an_dard 2-2-1 three-layered n~twork with 11 =. 0.85, a=O. 7' Perform hand calculations 
asstirnirig 6'acl<:.prop'agation ~~~arning·for'two'iterations on .. the pahern sets given below. 

Parameters 7 Input X1 Input X2 Output Y 
Patterns .J, 

1 0.5 0.5 0.0 
. •,. 2 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Further assume that initi_al val~~s,of input to hidden weights are -0.45; and hidden to output 
\veig6ts are 0.40 .. 
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Question 4: , . 

(a) Explain similarities and differences of Radial Basis Function (RBF) based networks and 
Cascade Correlation Networks. 

(b) Explain in detail about static and dynamic structures of committee machines. 

Question 5: 

(a) Critically discuss about the neural networks performance evaluation methods. 
(b) Give interpretations for the following statements. 

• Feature maps are capable of representing hierarchical structures. 
• Self-organized feature maps represent topologically ordered responses. 
• Topological relationships are preserved during dimensionality reductioo. 

Question 6: 

(a) In a three variable-problem the following variable bounds are considered . 

-10::::;a::::;s 
0.005::::; b::::; 0.01 
100::::; c::::; 1000 

What should be the minimum string length of any point (a,b,c)T coded in binary string to have 
accuracy !JP to two and three significant digits? 

(b) The following population is observed at generation ninth. 

Strings Fitness 
1001001 8 
1101101 18 
0101101 10 
1110111 2 
0111110 •20 
1010110 14 

. 0111100 12 
0001111 22 

If roulette-wheel selection, single-point crossover with. probability 0.95 and a bit-wise mutation with 
probability 0.05 are used, how many copies of the schema (*1 *11 **) are expected in generation 
ten? 
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